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medavis.
a secure
investment
for the future.

medavis.
Your trusted partner
for workflow management
in radiology.

You want to improve the workflows
in your imaging center and increase
your service quality? You would like
your success to be founded on a
satisfied, motivated workforce?
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medavis.
MORE convenience.
MORE efficiency.
MORE safety.
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BETTER motivation.
BETTER processes.
BETTER diagnostics.
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In 1997, after 27 months of development, medavis launched its
Radiology Information System (RIS),
based on years of experience in
radiology and using the latest in
software technology.

Sustainability occupies a particularly important role at medavis.
Even today, our first medavis users
are still among our satisfied customers. Our dynamic products with
their enormous range of functions
convince everyone who has made
the decision to opt for medavis. Not
least of the reasons behind this is
that they come bundled with sophisticated project management, a firstclass training concept and skilled
and proven customer service.

The future is here. Now.
The underlying conditions in radiology are changing. Modern technologies open new diagnostic and
therapeutic opportunities while requiring investment at an entirely
new level. Networked working practices across several sites give you
the opportunity to harmonise your
work processes and make practical use of synergies. This has twin
advantages - costs fall and patients
benefit more and more from advanced diagnostic procedures. A
digital information flow creates
the basis for communications anywhere, irrespective of location and
across different disciplines as well.
The result is improved diagnostics.
The digitalised information flow
provided by medavis software
solutions guarantee smooth running workflows. The medavis RIS
gives you everything that a radiology information system must

have: sophisticated interface technology based on years of experience
plus system stability and openness
to future adaptations.
PACS systems from widely differing
producers can be integrated. This
enables you to control the whole
of your radiological workflow from
one place. As the central feature of
your radiological workflow, it grows
continuously. The good communications that we maintain with our
users enables us to keep developing
our software solutions in line with
their needs. Being both modular
and scalable, they can adapt to the
requirements of diagnostic institutions whatever their size.
With medavis, you are always
on the safe side. Whether your
imaging center is growing, your
working structures are changing
or fresh technological innovations

are emerging - medavis gives you
a holistic, individual and futureproof workflow solution, specifically
geared to the needs of your radiology, now and in the future.

Make more of your resources today, tomorrow and in the future.

MORE efficiency &
BETTER processes

MORE security &
BETTER documentation

From
appointment
scheduling
to billing, medavis RIS reliably
controls all your radiological processes. Perfect PACS integration
gives you all the options: Single sign on / sign off, RIS-central image retrieval, image in the
report, reports in PACS and PACS
synchronisation, even image preview and demo preparation. In
addition, the latest technologies
ensure efficient text processing,
as well as optimised report transmission - from deeply embedded
digital speech recognition to the
referrer portal.

Maximum security will be ensured
by a continuous service entry and
a largely automated billing. The
medavis RIS BILLING SYSTEM supports structured billing catalogues
with a very extensive rules engine
including invoice document creation. The medavis Payment and
Reminder System gives you control over the payments, supporting partial payments, recording of
the credited account and the creation and management of reminding
documents. Furthermore a special
LOGGING functionality also allows
the traceability of modifications, in
appointments as well as in patient
data.

MORE convenience &
BETTER motivation
for users

MORE service &
BETTER diagnosis quality
for your patients

An intuitive user interface enables
every user to manage the system
immediately. The range of functions can be designed individually,
specific to each user, which makes
for effective operation and maximum time savings. The system has
more than 450 predefined statistics
- available for cross-site evaluations
as well - to support planning and
process optimisation and facilitate
management accounts. medavis
Agent, a special software distribution tool, also simplifies administration because updates and later software extensions are automatically
incorporated.

Appointment scheduling is faster
and can be effected if necessary
across different sites, which enables
maximum use of your modalities
and shorter waiting times for your
patients. The quality of your diagnoses is supported by an optimised
flow of information. Thanks to MULTIMEDIA ARCHIVE and DIAGNOSTIC PATIENT CENTER, you have
an innovative HD diagnosis workstation, with all the relevant information and previous diagnoses for
your patient always available. All
possible without needing to interrupt your diagnosis or dictation or
change windows or applications.

optimised
Workflow

MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY

Focus completely
on your patients.
We handle
your workflow.

Our holistic approach is not just
confined to the range of functions
covered by our software. It also
applies to our service provision,
where completeness, continuity and
individual customisation are always
central. For our customers, we are
a partner who delivers innovations
and also follows up and helps with
continuous improvement.
We spend a lot of time on your
special processes and optimisation
requests. We model your requirements in every detail - completely
and understandably. As for implementing and integrating our software into third-party systems,
maximum transparency is a chief
concern for us.
We define the workflow and ensure
that your daily processes are not

impaired as far as possible. Our
individual training sessions are precisely geared to the different key
concerns of users. We show in
detail how everyone can benefit
from a particular system to their
best advantage. We are there with
you on the spot when the systems
go into live operation and indeed
throughout the whole go-live phase
work in close cooperation with your
technical staff.
In support of this, we create detailed
project and system documentation.
We deliver all the services that you
need - regular system servicing,
performance optimisation, early
detection of potential fault sources,
plus regular software updates. We
are happy to advise you on practical
ways of extending your structures,
for example if new sites are to be

included or if organisational changes
are expected in your institution.

▪▪ Intuitive operation ensures rapid
familiarisation

▪▪ Simplified administration and

smart management accounting

▪▪ Seamless integration into your
system landscape

▪▪ Smooth connection of modalities,
PACS, HIS and other systems

▪▪ Efficient appointment scheduling
▪▪ Reliable activity recording
▪▪ Optimised diagnostics
▪▪ Stable and fail-safe

Perfect workflow management - reliable and effective
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portal4med referrer portal.
Improve your patient care and service quality for your referrers with
an optimised report and image
transfer. With medavis portal4med
REFERRER PORTAL, the attending
physician can read your reports incl.
images online - without media or time
loss - as soon as you released it.
The referrer can receive an information e-mail upon request as soon
as a new report arrives in portal4med.
In this way you ensure optimal communication flow beyond the limits
of your radiology. Your patients
will receive further treatment as
quickly as possible and important
therapy measures can be initiated
immediately.

Comfortable Usage
A new, innovative usage concept on
the basis of a modern, user-friendly interface guarantees easy utilisation. The optimised search function
accelerates finding the desired
patient records by personalised examination lists and a comfortable
free-text search. Both image and
report viewer are fully integrated,
no need for installations.
Easy Administration
The employees responsible for the
administration are pleased with the
easy to configure central user access
and permission management that
makes it possible to register new
referrers within a minimal amount of
time. Additionally, an event protocol
registers who had access to which
data at what time to guarantee an
optimal tracing.

Referrer Retention
portal4med is 100% web-based and
supports all popular browsers. A
complex installation for the referrers
is not necessary. The intuitive, modern user interface and a performant
search function makes the usage
especially comfortable. The integrated report viewer enables printing
and download as well as the integrated image viewer which offers all
default image viewer functions:
Zoom in and out, change contrast
and brightness etc. Your referrers
can view complete image series
quickly and uncomplicatedly and
can use this excellent service for the
benefit of the joint patients.

For imaging
centers of
any size.

Flexible.
Modular.
Scalable.

Future
technology
as standard.

Make sustainable investments.
Your Advantages

Functions

Quicker Patient Care:
Direct access for your referrers to reports and
images - without time loss - and directly after report
release

Optimal Representation:
Integration of your logo

Service for your Referrers:
The referrers are informed via e-mail about the report
release. In the integrated report viewer, printing and
download is possible, the integrated image viewer offers
all default image viewer functions
Comfortable Usage:
100% web-based, zero footprint client, no installation/plugins necessary, referrers receive access only
via access details in an uncomplicated way, optimised
search function
Easy Administration:
Through central user access and permission management new referrers can be connected quickly and additional users can be entered easily
High Security:
Protection of patient details is guaranteed by accessing
the portal via a secure https call and SSL encryption.
With an event protocol you can trace who had access to
which data at what time
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the
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interface

Integrated Zero Footprint Viewer:
Default viewer functions such as zoom, contrast and
brightness, flipping, full image, user-specific layouts etc.
Integrated Report Viewer:
Supports different report versions, print and download
of reports ect.
Easy Search Function for comfortable usage
(searching for patients/examinations, similarity search,
ranking, sorting of results) and personalised examination lists
Security: Event protocol, configurable password guidelines, automatic system logout, secure https call, SSL
encryption etc.
Referrer-based Data Access:
Central user management with easy access and permission management
E-Mail Notification for your referrers

RADIOLOGY WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS

Since 1997, medavis has been synonymous with medical IT that goes the
extra mile:

▪▪ State-of-the-art software technology
▪▪ Future-oriented, scalable and
upgradable IT processes

▪▪ Customised services
▪▪ IT experts in radiology process

optimisation and network architecture

▪▪ High-performance products with
depth of functionality

▪▪ Long-standing project experience
▪▪ Top-class customer service with 		
qualified staff

Imaging Centers, hospitals, clinic
chains and teaching institutions in
Germany and abroad – over 570
medical institutions of all sizes already
rely on our radiology workflow
solutions medavis RIS and portal4med.
medavis GmbH
Bannwaldallee 60
76185 Karlsruhe
Germany
Phone: +49 721 92910-0
Fax:
+49 721 92910-99
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